


What is behavioural economics, 

and how does it matter for tax policy?



It goes without saying…..

• Tax is complicated

• The literature is extensive

• Significant scope for research in this field in SA

• Experiments are useful (both in lab and field)



Choices, choices



Behavioral economics studies the effects
of psychological, cognitive, emotional,
cultural and social factors on the economic
decisions of individuals and institutions
and how those decisions vary from those
implied by classical theory.



How?



What/Who?







Who are we designing tax policy for?



Importance of choice architecture



Importance of choice architecture



Nudge

A ”nudge” is any aspect of 
choice  architecture that 
alters behaviour in a 
predictable way, without 
forbidding any options or 
significantly changing their 
economic incentives.



Nudge

Small and apparently 
insignificant  details can 
have a major impact on 
behaviour, by focusing 
attention in particular ways



Cognitive biases: System 1 vs System II



Thinking automatically: is it a problem?

A bat and ball together cost
R110, and the bat costs R100
more than the ball.

How much does the ball
cost?

R5

If it takes 5 machines 5 
minutes to make 5 widgets, 
how long would it take 100 
machines to make 100 
widgets?

5 minutes



Thinking automatically: is it a problem?



Availability heuristic

Since we have limited cognitive ability to process information – we are
“automatic” thinkers – we often rely on information that is easily
available, accessible and salient (to us)

The information we use may not be truly representative – this can bias
our choices:

• Rely on info that is easy to recall e.g. unusual events/recent events

• Overweight low probability events / underweight high probability
events

• Rely on information that confirms our existing views



Tax salience

• To reduce consumption, make the tax salient at the point of choice, 
not the point of sale. 

• Posting tax-inclusive price tags reduces demand by more than 
increases in taxes applied at the register. 

(Chetty, Looney and Kroft, 2009) 

• Excise taxes appear to be more effective 

than sales taxes



Death by shark or toaster?
	
Home	insurance	–	buy	after	victim	of	crime?	
Biasedassessments	of	risk	perversely	influence	how	we	prepare	for	and	respond	to	crises.	
	
When	availability	bias	at	play,	decisios	can	be	improved	if	judgements	can	be	influenced	back	in	
direction	of	true	probabilities	
	
	

													 								 	
		
	

	 9	 	 	 	 	 791		 	 	 	 592	
	
	
	
Representativeness	
	
How	likely	is	it	that	A	belongs	to	category	B	(how	similar	is	A	to	stereotype	of	B)	
	
Pick	the	basketball	player?		(short	jewish	man	vs	tall	Bl).	
Most	of	time,	may	work	well	but	biases	can	creep	in.		
	
Linda	the	feminist	bank	teller.	(all	feminist	bank	tellers	are	also	bank	tellers).	
	
	
Toss	a	coin:	which	is	more	likely?	
HHHH	
TTTT	
HTHT	
	
	
Optimism	and	overconfidence	
	
Where	do	you	exect	to	fall	in	grade	dsitribtuion?	
Where	do	you	expect	to	fall	in	income	distribution?	(NIDS	data)	
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Revisiting risk and probability theory

• Because of availability bias, we may incorrectly assess 
risk

• We tend to overweight low probability events and 
underweight high probability events. 

• This can be advantageous in tax policy: probability of audit



Are tax audits effective?

• Tax experiments in the lab
• Subject is given/earns income which they must declare
• Tax authority can’t verify this but can audit
• If caught, pay outstanding tax and a fine

• Increased probability of being audited              higher compliance  (reduced 
uncertainty, make audit prob. known)

• But even when there’s ambiguity (uncertainty with unknown probability), 
people more compliant 

• Ambiguity-averse taxpayers might be more compliant if tax authorities conceal 
specific information on audit procedures and probabilities. (Hashmizade et al, 2012)

• Issues of governance and govt efficacy are critical though (Cummings et al, 
2001)



What about increasing the cost of default? 

• Financial sanctions less important than 
traditional economic models would predict, 
unless very extreme. (Kahan, 2003)

• Threat of sanction does not affect some sub-
groups at all (Cameron, 2003)

• Beware crowding out of intrinsic 
motivation/voluntary compliance





What about increasing the reward for 
compliance instead: Crowding in

• Experimental evidence that you can crowd in good behaviour

(Alm et al, 1992;  Torgler, 2003)

• Lottery

• Fixed reward (rebate)

• Audit reduction

• Moral suasion

Feld et al, 2006

• Japan: photo with Emperor if honest

• Phillipines: lottery for those who are VAT compliant

• South Korea: access to airport VIP rooms, free public parking



Prompt honesty at key moments

• Honesty declarations

• And their location



Why others matter

• We learn from others

• Information about what others are doing gives us information about what we should do 
(social norms)

• Peer influence – we derive value, acceptance, self-esteem and status from our interactions 
with others

• We care about the welfare of others as well as our own

• We are other-regarding (pro-social) as well as process-regarding
• Conditional co-operators

• So our behaviour is influenced by social expectations, social recognition, social 
norms,  patterns of co-operation, stereotypes and in-group/outgroup biases



Other-regarding & conditionally co-operative

• Free riding is possible because you benefit even if you don’t 
contribute to the public account (much like paying taxes!)

• Prediction: Purely self-interested individuals should free ride, and 
there should be zero contributions to the public pot

• Tension between socially optimal outcome and individually selfish 
course of action



Typical results



Sustaining conditional co-operation

• If we are conditional co-operators, 

how might we sustain 

co-operation?

• Communication

• Punishment 
• (monetary vs social sanction)

• Reward



Cost effective messaging (communication)

• Correct availability bias (misperceptions) by providing information on what most others are doing

• Hallsworth et al (2011, 2012): Strong impact of normative messaging

Nine out of ten people in the UK pay their tax on time. You are 

currently in the very small minority of people who have not paid us yet.

• 5% more likely to pay within next month compared to other treatments.

• Larkin et al (2019): 

96% of Medway Council Tax is paid promptly. You are currently in the very small minority 

of people who have not paid on time

• Increased timely payments by approximately 20% compared to the business-as-usual letter.



• Reference group matters

• Beware regression to the mean

Cost effective messaging



Tax compliance in Guatemala



Tax compliance in Guatemala



Tax compliance in Guatemala



Tax compliance in Guatemala



Despite filing tax returns, people may not pay?

• We suffer present-bias

• When a decision about the distant future becomes a decision about 
the present, our choices change

• Despite our best intentions, we procrastinate.

• Affects our decisions to save (in order to pay our tax), invest in 
education, complete our tax returns etc.





In sum…..

• Insight 1: Make it easy

• Insight 2: Highlight key messages

• Insight 3: Use personal language

• Insight 4: Prompt honesty at key moments

• Insight 5: Tell people what others are doing

• Insight 6: Reward desired behaviour 

• Insight 7: Highlight the risk and impact of dishonesty


